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a b s t r a c t 

Earth observation satellite (EOS) constellation imaging and downloading integrated scheduling (EOSCIDIS) 

is a challenging optimization problem with several engineering applications. Given a large number of 

imaging requests and a constellation consisting of a group of EOSs, a workable schedule must be devel- 

oped for each EOS to allow for imaging and downloading in the most efficient manner given a certain 

scheduling horizon. No studies have proposed exact algorithms for the EOSCIDIS problem, although it has 

considerable potential for applications. In this paper, we developed a branch and price (B&P) algorithm for 

the EOSCIDIS problem. First, we decomposed the problem by extracting the sub-structure of the problem, 

and the decomposition resulted in a master problem and multiple pricing problems. Solving the linear 

relaxed master problem with column generation (CG) method provides a very tight upper bounds for the 

primal problem. We then embedded the CG process into a branch and bound (B&B) framework to find op- 

timal integer solutions. In order to accelerate the convergence of the algorithm, we developed a heuristic 

utilizing the generated columns to construct feasible integer solutions to prune B&P tree branches earlier. 

We tested the B&P algorithm on highly-simulated instances that are constructed according to the Chi- 

nese Gaofen-1 satellite and 3 types of random instances which correspond to short, medium and long 

term scheduling respectively. Both results show that our method could find high-quality solutions with 

optimality gap less than 10% for most instances using reasonable computational costs . 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Earth observation satellites (EOSs) are launched for the primary

purpose of collecting surface images from orbit. EOS imagery has

recently been used in agriculture, map making, land surveys, and

disaster warning and recovery ( Madry, 2013 ). An EOS constellation

is an imaging system with a certain geometrical shape, composed

of a group of EOSs providing coordinated ground coverage. These

systems are beneficial as they reduce revisit time, the duration be-

tween repeated observations of the same site. Multiple EOS con-

stellations have been commissioned in recent years, including the

French Pléiades ( Lemaître et al., 2002 ) and Italy‘s COSMO-SkyMed

( Bianchessi and Righini, 2008 ). Presently, several countries have

committed to enhancing EOS constellation infrastructure, partic-
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larly China, which will continue to increase investment in this

eld. 

An EOS will first image a series of ground-based sites and then

tore the acquired image data to on-board memory (i.e., high per-

ormance hard disks). These data are then downloaded to ground

tations during radio communications, freeing storage resources for

ubsequent observations. 

This process requires manual intervention, in which commands

re computed according to workable imaging and downloading

chedules. EOS constellation imaging and downloading integrated

cheduling (EOSCIDIS) is an optimization problem that has become

f interest as the number of constellations in operation has in-

reased. Given a large number of imaging requests and limited

maging and downloading resources (EOS constellation), an optimal

maging and downloading schedule would allow for imaging and

ownloading in the most efficient manner given a certain schedul-

ng horizon. The EOSCIDIS problem is a generalization of the EOS

cheduling (EOSS) problem. The primary difference between them

s that EOSCIDIS takes integrated consideration of imaging and

ownloading operations while EOSS focuses on imaging schedules
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nly ( Malladi et al., 2016 ). As a result, the EOSCIDIS problem is

ore complex. 

EOSCIDIS is a high-dimensional optimization problem that is

losely related to the assignment ( Jarrah et al., 2014 ), knapsack

 Wang et al., 2013; Furini et al., 2015 ), inventory ( Lewin, 2012;

ong et al., 2016 ), and machine scheduling ( Janiak et al., 2015 )

roblems. It is characterized by complex constraints and a large-

cale solution space. As the imaging and downloading operations

nfluence each other, their coupled relationship must be consid-

red in addition to action constraints and resource limitations. Real

orld scheduling problems also involve a large number of imag-

ng requests and opportunities ( Bensana et al., 1999 ). Modeling

he problem with accurate mathematical formulation and finding

 solution with acceptable computational costs is challenging. In

act, the traditional EOSS problem is known to be NP-complete

 Gabrel et al., 1997 ). 

While EOSS problems have been widely studied, there is far

ess research available on the EOSCIDIS problem. Prior studies have

sed dynamic programming (DP) ( Gabrel and Vanderpooten, 2002;

emaître et al., 2002 ), branch and bound (B&B) ( Gabrel et al., 1997;

erfaillie et al., 1996 ), column generation (CG) ( Gabrel and Mu-

at, 2003 ), branch and cut (B&C) ( Wang et al., 2016 ), and several

ther inexact algorithms for various EOSS problems. However, an

xact algorithm has yet to be developed for the EOSCIDIS prob-

em. In this paper, we conduct a study on the application of exact

lgorithms to EOS constellations and propose an original branch

nd price (B&P) algorithm to solve the presented problem. This

tudy was inspired by engineering applications developed by Chi-

ese Gaofen satellites. 

The primary contributions of the paper are as follows. (1) We

ound the problem to be decomposable and developed a period

plitting method to divide the overall scheduling horizon into sev-

ral time periods. As a result, a primal mixed integer linear pro-

ram (MILP) formulation was proposed. (2) We showed that the

rimal problem was suitable for reformulation using the Dantzig

Wolfe (DW) decomposition method ( Dantzig and Wolfe, 1960 ).

hus, we employed the DW method to separate the primal prob-

em into a master problem and multiple pricing problems. Our DW

ecomposition causes a tighter upper bound for the primal prob-

em. (3) To compute the optimal integer solutions for the primal

roblem, we first used the primal dual column generation method

PDCGM) ( Gondzio et al., 2013; 2016 ) to produce the best solu-

ion to the linear relaxed master problem. Within the CG process,

e developed an efficient DP algorithm to solve the pricing prob-

ems. (4) We then embedded the CG process into a B&B framework

nd developed a B&P algorithm to compute optimal integer solu-

ions. (5) To accelerate the convergence of the B&P algorithm, we

lso developed a heuristic embedded into the B&B framework. The

euristic was evolved by utilizing the generated columns to find

ood integer solutions in the B&B process. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

ection 2 gives a brief review of related works. Section 3 presents

 description of the EOSCIDIS problem. Section 4 introduces the

eriod splitting method and provides a primal MILP formulation

f the problem. Section 5 provides a detailed introduction of the

&P algorithm. Section 6 details computational experiences for

oth simulated and randomly generated instances. Conclusions are

resented in Section 7 . 

. Literature review 

Several previous studies have examined the EOSS problem from

ifferent perspectives, such as the French SPOT satellites ( Bensana

t al., 1999; Gabrel, 2006; Mansour and Dessouky, 2010; Verfail-

ie et al., 1996 ), the Pléiades constellation ( Lemaître et al., 2002;

angpattanakul et al., 2015a; 2015b ), Italy‘s COSMO-SkyMed con-
tellation ( Bianchessi and Righini, 2008 ), and the Chinese Huanjing

atellites ( Liu et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2011 ). Both inexact and ex-

ct algorithms have been developed to solve the EOSS problem. 

Inexact algorithms used in this field have included heuristic and

eta-heuristic methods. One of the most widely used heuristic

ethods is the greedy constructive algorithm ( Wang et al., 2011 ).

he primary benefit of this algorithm is its low computational cost,

hile its primary disadvantage is its tendency to produce sub-

ptimal results. Neighbor search approaches ( Globus et al., 2004;

iu et al., 2017 ) are one of commonly employed meta-heuristics.

ne critical issue with these types of algorithms is the use of it-

rations and the devise of neighborhood structures in the search

pace. The most prominent neighbor search algorithms employed

n EOSS are the simulated annealing (SA) algorithm ( Globus et al.,

004; Peng et al., 2011 ) and tabu searching ( Sarkheyli et al., 2013;

ang et al., 2015 ). While these algorithms often provide a satis-

actory solution, the computational cost is generally higher than

euristics. Artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms are another widely

sed type of meta-heuristic. They are typically derived from nat-

ral laws and used to solve complex combinatorial optimization

roblems. The most prominent AI algorithms employed in EOSS

re the genetic algorithm ( Tangpattanakul et al., 2015a; Waiming

t al., 2017; Wolfe and Sorensen, 20 0 0 ), ant colony optimization

ACO) ( Liu et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2013; Xu et al., 2016; Zhang

t al., 2014 ), and particle swarm optimization (PSO) ( Zhang et al.,

013 ). However, due to the particularity of the EOSS solution space,

I algorithms require careful adjustment to achieve efficient opti-

ization performance. In addition, several studies have combined

I algorithms and local searches ( Liu et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2013 ).

hese algorithms are usually functional but typically suffer from

remature convergence, owing to the optimization mechanism of

I algorithms. Although they are widely used, inexact algorithms

ave certain weaknesses. They are not guaranteed to produce high-

uality solutions on a consistent basis and struggle to provide good

ptimality evaluation rules (i.e., tight upper bounds), to evaluate

he quality of the resulting solution. Recently, a novel matheuris-

ic has been suggested to solve the problem ( Malladi et al., 2017 ).

his matheuristic is actually a hybrid of meta-heuristic and math-

matical programming solvers. The method is very appealing and

he achieved test results are encouraging. 

The most commonly used exact algorithms for solving EOSS

roblems include graph theory-based DP ( Gabrel and Vander-

ooten, 20 02; Lemaître et al., 20 02 ), B&B ( Gabrel et al., 1997;

erfaillie et al., 1996 ), CG ( Gabrel and Murat, 2003 ), and B&C

 Wang et al., 2016 ). 

Gabrel et al. (1997) , Gabrel and Vanderpooten (2002) ,

abrel and Murat (2003) , and Gabrel (2006) employed a math-

matical programming method to develop exact algorithms for

olving EOSS problems. Both single- and multiple-orbit EOS

cheduling problems have been studied ( Gabrel et al., 1997 ). In

hese applications, the EOS could pitch its camera which requires

he imaging operation to be flexible in an imaging time window.

abrel proposed two methods to overcome this issue. The first

as converting a continuous optimization problem into discrete

roblems by discretizing the imaging start intervals. In this case,

 polynomial time algorithm existed for the single-orbit EOSS

roblem and efficient algorithms could be developed (based on

raph theory) to solve the multiple EOSS problem. The second

pproach involved solving a continuous optimization problem

irectly. In this case, Gabrel developed an exact B&B method for

mall-scale and approximated a heuristic for large-scale single-

rbit EOSS instances, respectively. More realistic problems have

ince been investigated ( Gabrel and Vanderpooten, 2002 ), such as

 single EOS daily management problem with multiple optimiza-

ion objectives (i.e., demand satisfaction, priorities, and satellite

se). A two-stage method was developed to solve this problem.
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Fig. 1. The polygon, strip, and imaging configuration. 
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First, all Pareto optimal paths were acquired using an efficient

label-setting shortest path algorithm. Interactive path selection

was then carried out to obtain the ultimate solution based on

a tradeoff among the specified criteria. Gabrel also introduced

the use of a mathematical programming method to solve the

EOSS problem in detail ( Gabrel and Murat, 2003 ). Beginning with

a simple case, Gabrel introduced a method for modeling the

problem using graph theory. A series of formulations for various

criteria were provided. Finally, extending the SPOT 5 scheduling

problem, a CG method was used to calculate tight upper bounds.

The validation of this paper demonstrates the linear relaxation

problem of re-formulation (obtained by DW decomposition) is

an extreme tight upper bound for the primal problem. This

is consistent with our investigations in this paper. Gabrel has

demonstrated the viability of mathematical programming methods

for solving the EOSS problem, most of which were based on graph

theory. However, these and previous studies have not considered

downloading operations. 

Verfaillie et al. (1996) developed an efficient B&B algorithm re-

ferred to as the Russian doll search (RDS) for solving the SPOT

5 EOSS problem. The main idea of RDS is replacing one search

with multiple successive searches on nested sub-problems in a

traditional B&B procedure. This strategy results in better bounds

and thereby plenty of nodes that could be pruned much ear-

lier. The method is extremely simple but very powerful. Valida-

tion studies have shown that RDS outperforms depth-first B&B in

both optimality and efficiency when solving SPOT 5 EOSS prob-

lems. Lemaître et al. (2002) developed a DP algorithm for solv-

ing a modified agile EOSS problem. The DP algorithm is a polyno-

mial algorithm originating from the standard shortest-path prob-

lem. However, this DP method is not optimal for the primal prob-

lem. And this also indicates that a decomposition maybe efficient.

Vasquez and Hao (2003) studied the upper bounds of the SPOT

5 daily scheduling problem, based on a “logic-constrained” knap-

sack formulation. The author showed that neither linear relax-

ation nor logic constraint relaxation of the problem are tight upper

bounds for the original problem. As a result, the author proposed

a partition-based approach to calculate the tight upper bounds. In-

spired by “divide and conquer”, the overall problem was first di-

vided into several smaller sub-problems, which could be optimally

solved using an iterative enumerative algorithm. The sum of all

sub-problem optimal values serves as a tight upper bound for the

original problem. The authors developed optimization criteria for

improved partitioning and a Tabu search algorithm to perform the

partitioning. Habet et al. (2010) introduced a bounding method for

a single agile EOSS problem. Some constraints were relaxed and

the objective function was linearized. A simpler problem with an

optimal DP algorithm was obtained. Wang et al. (2016) studied the

EOSS problem in the presence of cloud-based uncertainties. As a

result, a novel assignment formulation was developedand a sam-

ple approximation method was used to convert the problem into

an integer linear program. The authors developed a B&C algorithm

to solve the problem. 

In the researches on developing exact algorithm for EOSS prob-

lems, some of these studies did not consider storage capacity

constraints ( Gabrel et al., 1997; Gabrel and Vanderpooten, 2002;

Habet et al., 2010 ), though some did ( Gabrel, 2006; Gabrel and

Murat, 2003 ). Some of them even considered energy limitations

( Wang et al., 2016 ). However, none of them considered download-

ing operations ( Karapetyan et al., 2015 ) that significantly affect

EOS storage resources. This is significant because downloading and

imaging are highly-coupled operations. As such, it is imperative to

study imaging and downloading integrated scheduling. This prob-

lem creates new challenges for employing mathematical program-

ming methods as it leads to more complicated formulations. As a

result, the “divide and conquer” model ( Vasquez and Hao, 2003 )
ould be beneficial in this setting. Gabrel and Murat (2003) also

uggested using DW decomposition ( Dantzig and Wolfe, 1960 ). 

. Problem description 

In this section, we discuss the EOSCIDIS problem in detail. First,

e introduce the imaging requests and the constellation resource

espectively. Then, we provide a detailed definition of the problem.

.1. Imaging request 

Multiple imaging requests are submitted by customers from

arious departments. As shown in Fig. 1 , each imaging request is

n earth region whose shape is a polygon. Because the imaging

idth of the camera carried on an EOS is limited, each polygon

equest (abbreviated as ‘polygon’) must be split into strip regions

abbreviated as ‘strips’). The width of each strip is equal to the

maging width of the camera onboard the EOS ( Lemaître et al.,

002 ). T represents the strip set where i and r ∈ T denote the strip

ndex. 

We only consider scheduling with visible light imaging re-

uests. In visible light imaging, each EOS has only one imaging

irection for each polygon. In this paper, the EOSs in a constella-

ion share an orbit and hence have the same imaging direction. As

 result, we need to split each polygon, according to the imaging

irection, only once. 

Each polygon and its corresponding strips are associated with a

rofit, which is defined in advance. The profit of a strip is calcu-

ated using the profit of its corresponding polygon. If strip i is split

rom polygon g , the profit of strip i is calculated as follows: 

 i = a i /a 0 × v 0 (1)

here the profit and area of polygon g are denoted as v 0 and a 0 ,

he profit and valid area of strip i are denoted as v i and a i , respec-

ively. The valid area is the intersection area between polygon g

nd strip i . 

Because each polygon is split only once, there is no overlap be-

ween any two strips. Therefore, the total profit of imaged strips is

he algebraic sum of profits for all imaged strips. (Different from

he work of Cordeau and Laporte (2005) , this paper does not con-

ider the piecewise linear relationship between the total profit and

he observed area of a polygon in an schedule.) This characteristic

s particularly important because the resulting calculation of the

otal profit is linear. 

Recording images of strips consumes storage resources of an

OS. The storage consumption of each strip depends linearly on the

ength of the strip. The term c i represents the storage consumption

olume of strip i . A longer strip requires larger values of c i . These

ata can be calculated in advance. 
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.2. Constellation resource 

There is a sun synchronous constellation which consists of sev-

ral EOSs. In this paper, the orbits of the EOSs in the constellation

re extremely similar except for the local time of descending node

LTDN). The EOSs within a constellation share an orbit. This type of

onstellation can revisit an Earth region more quickly. The Chinese

aofen-1 and Gaofen-2 satellites are such a constellation although

hey do not share the same orbit. Throughout this study, S denotes

he EOS set and j ∈ S denotes an EOS. 

Each EOS carries a visible light camera that can scan and im-

ge Earth surface as the EOS flies over the sunlit side of the Earth.

hen scanning, the camera can roll; namely, it can perform a ver-

ical rotation along the scanning direction. Therefore, strips close

o the EOS scanning tack have the chances of being imaged. The

bservable scope of the EOS is a long rectanglar area, as shown in

ig. 2 . 

There are two basic limitations of imaging actions for each EOS,

lso shown in Fig. 2 . First, an EOS can only perform imaging oper-

tions over some relative short time intervals when the EOS flies

bove the strip. These intervals are called imaging opportunities or

maging time windows (ITWs). The availability of an ITW in an or-

it depends on the relative spatial position between the EOS and

he strip. These data can be computed by related software in ad-

ance. Multiple ITWs may exist between an EOS and a strip in a

iven scheduling horizon. W 

j denotes the ITW set for an EOS j with

 and b ∈ W 

j representing the ITW index. Each ITW corresponds to

 specific strip where L ij ⊆W 

j denotes the index set corresponding

o strip i on EOS j (i.e., if ITW a ∈ L ij then a corresponds to strip i ).

here is a schedule in which ITWs were adopted. If an ITW was

dopted in a schedule, the EOS would image the corresponding

trip. Second, an EOS can only acquire strip images one by one, be-

ause each EOS carries only one visible light camera. Hence, when

wo ITWs appear at the same time for an EOS, or there is not

nough transition time to image the two corresponding strips, it

an only select a single ITW. The two ITWs are called incompati-

le or mutually exclusive, as shown in Fig. 2 . If a ∈ W 

j and b ∈ W 

j 

re incompatible, we label ( a, b ) as an incompatible ITW pair. The

erm O 

j represents the incompatible ITW pair set for EOS j . There-

ore, composing an imaging schedule is partly an ITW selection

roblem. A good schedule selects critical ITWs in order to image

he most profitable strips. 

When an EOS transits over a ground station, a communica-

ion opportunity is available ( Álvarez and Erwin, 2015 ). Generally,

here could be several communication opportunities for an EOS

o a ground station in a given scheduling horizon. Each commu-

ication opportunity is called downloading time window (DTW),
here D j is the DTW set for EOS j and t ∈ D j is the DTW index.

ach communication opportunity has a finite downloading capac-

ty denoted as o jt , which depends on the length of DTW t . These

ata can also be calculated in advance. Once a communication op-

ortunity arises, downloading operations begin immediately and

ontinue until the end of the corresponding DTW. Hence, it is re-

uired that each downloading operation occupies the whole DTW

egardless of how many images are downloaded. In other words,

he beginning and ending time for each downloading operation are

xed and strictly equated to the time span of the corresponding

TW. EOSs can perform imaging and downloading operations si-

ultaneously, as the camera and antenna work independently. Al-

hough the EOS can simultaneously perform imaging and down-

oading operations, it cannot download images that have not been

aken. For example, if a download t starts at time b t , it cannot

ownload any image collected after b t . 

Acquired images are temporarily stored in the on-board stor-

ge medium. This is a recorder or hard disk with finite storage

pace (i.e., storage capacity q j for EOS j ). Cameras carried by new-

eneration EOSs provide high-resolution images, increasing the re-

uired storage capacity. Although storage technology is developing

uickly, wide-field Earth images require significantly more storage

esources. An EOS cannot continue imaging operations if storage

imit is reached. As such, storage capacity becomes a resource lim-

tation in the scheduling problem. Note that the storage resource is

upplementary because the EOS could download images to ground

tations if communication is available. Imaging operations increase

hile downloading operations decrease the volume of stored im-

ges. Downloading data through a downlink is much faster than

ccumulating data through imaging. What’s more, in order to bet-

er utilize the EOSs resources, we must carry out futher splits on

ome strips, which is shown in Fig. 3 . The reason is disccussed

ext. Strip images are compressed into a single file to be stored

n the EOS. The image data cannot be downloaded before being

ompletely imaged. However, if a strip is located close to a ground

tation, a tractable situation may arise as shown in Fig. 3 . When

ownload t begins at b t , the image of strip i is fragmented if ITW

 is adopted and b t satisfies: b a < b t < e a . To facilitate the issue, we

plit strip i into two sub-strips i 1 and i 2 , if such a condition occurs.

Composing a daily or long-term schedule for an EOS constella-

ion requires the imaging and downloading operations to be inte-

rated. Such schedules are complex because imaging and down-

oading operations are highly coupled. On one hand, the down-

oad volume depends on the size of collected images. On the other

and, a download operation may influence the selection of ITWs

ecause it can release corresponding storage resources for collect-

ng new images. 

.3. Integrated scheduling problem 

The integrated scheduling problem can be summarized as sat-

sfying imaging requests using limited constellation resources in

he most profitable manner. Specifically, we need to compose a

chedule indicating the detailed arrangements of all imaging and

ownloading operations for each EOS. This includes the selection
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Fig. 4. A period definition for EOS j . 
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of ITWs and the determination of download size for each DTW.

The objective of the problem is maximizing the total profit of all

imaged strips. 

To compose such schedule(s), some realistic constraints should

be considered including: (1) Each strip must be imaged during its

corresponding ITWs. (2) Each EOS can only image a single strip at

a given time. (3) The amount of stored image data cannot exceed

the storage capacity of an EOS at any time. (4) The downloaded

data size cannot exceed the volume of data stored on-board. (5)

The downloaded data size cannot exceed the download capacity of

the downloading opportunity. 

Besides, some reasonable assumptions are made for the prob-

lem in this paper. These assumptions are widely used in related

literatures: (1) Each EOS carries only one visible light camera; (2)

Energy is sufficient; (3) There is no stereo imaging requirement

that needs to be imaged more than once. 

4. Problem formulation 

In this section, we model the problem with an MILP formula-

tion. Before that, we introduce a periods splitting pre-process. 

4.1. Periods definition and splitting method 

The number of DTWs is significantly less than the number of

ITWs (e.g., the number of download opportunities in simulated

scheduling instances varying from 48–96 h does not exceed 200).

Therefore, splitting the scheduling time horizon for each EOS into

several relatively-short periods can reduce the number of variables

and constraints used when modeling the problem. Based on this,

we propose a pre-processing method, in which the entire schedul-

ing time horizon is divided into several time periods. 

Each period satisfies the following two conditions (see Fig. 4 ): 

(1) Each period consists of a head and tail component. There

are several ITWs but no DTWs in the head section and a DTW in

the tail. In each period, the EOS performs a number of imaging

operations but only one download operation. 

(2) There exists (at most) one ITW for each strip in the head of

a period and a one-to-one match between a strip and a period can

be established. Otherwise, if there are more than two ITWs for a

strip in a period, each ITW must be indexed. This is not beneficial

for improving the formulation. 

We developed a period splitting method based on two types of

splitting: natural and dummy splitting. 

Definition 1. The beginning of each DTW is used as the natural

splitting time. 

The critical time is the beginning of each DTW, when the EOS

begins to download image data. At this time, there are no ITWs to

span over and we can split the scheduling horizon. Hence, we use

this time as the natural splitting time. 

Split method: We create two periods for a given set of ITWs

and a natural splitting time, as well as its corresponding DTW. We
hen place such ITWs, the end time of which is earlier than the

atural splitting time, into the head of the first period. The oth-

rs are placed into the head part of the second period. Finally, we

lace the DTW corresponding to the natural splitting time into the

ail of the first period. 

The periods obtained by natural splitting may not satisfy Condi-

ion (2) . Therefore, we establish a dummy download time window

o split the periods further. The dummy splitting time corresponds

o dummy DTWs. 

efinition 2. Let B i ( B r ) and E i ( E r ) denote the beginning and end

ime of ITW i ( r ) respectively. For a given ITW r , if there is no ITW

 satisfying B i < E r < E i , then E r is a dummy splitting time. 

Split method: The splitting method in dummy splitting is sim-

lar to natural splitting. The only difference involves creating a vir-

ual DTW with zero capacity for the first period. There is at least

ne dummy splitting time in an orbit for each EOS. This was ob-

erved from the actual situation. Therefore, we could split any pe-

iod into sub-periods, the time span of which is strictly less than

he time span of an orbit. As such, they must satisfy Condition (2) .

For each EOS, we first carry out the natural splitting, followed

y a dummy splitting. This is the period splitting algorithm de-

ailed in Algorithm 1 . 

lgorithm 1 period splitting algorithm. 

equire: time windows list, T L ; 

nsure: periods set P R ; 

1: find natural splitting set ST from T L ; 

2: for s = 1 ; s < | ST | ; s + + do 

3: perform natural splitting to get a new period p; 

4: put p into P R ; 

5: end for 

6: for p = 1 ; p < | P R | ; p + + do 

7: while p does not satisfy condition (2) do 

8: make a “suitable“ dummy splitting; 

9: // “suitable“ means the dummy splitting 

10: //can provide a new period p ′ such that: 

11: // p satisfy condition (2) and 

12: // p has the most ITWs 

13: drop p ′ from p, and put p ′ into P R ; 

14: end while 

15: end for 

.2. An MILP formulation 

Period splitting divides the whole scheduling horizon into mul-

iple periods. Each has an independent sub-structure and all pe-

iods form the overall scheduling structure. Based on the period

plitting, a primal program is formulated. 

Let P j be the period set of EOS j and k ∈ P j be the period index.

 

jk ⊆O 

j is the incompatible ITW pair set in period k on EOS j , where

 

j = ∪ ∀ k ∈ P j O 

jk . 

Let Y : | S | × | P j | × | T | → {0, 1} be the selection decision variables

here y ijk ∈ Y indicates whether strip i was selected in period k on

OS j . The term ϑ i (Y ) = 

∑ 

∀ j∈ S 
∑ 

∀ k ∈ P j y i jk indicates the number of

imes strip i was imaged. Therefore, the optimized objective is: 

 

P = max 
∑ 

∀ i ∈ T 

[
v i · min ( 1 , ϑ i (Y ) ) 

]
(2)

n order to transform (2) into a linear form, we provide an alter-

ative objective function and complementary constraints: 

 

P = max 
∑ 

∀ i ∈ T 
[ v i · ϑ i (Y ) ] (3)
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 i (Y ) ≤ 1 , ∀ i ∈ T (4)

roposition 1. If Y ∗ ∈ Q optimizes objective (3) where Q :=
 

Y | ϑ i (Y ) ≤ 1 , ∀ i ∈ T } , then Y ∗ also optimizes (2). 

roof. 
∑ 

∀ i ∈ T 
[
v i · min ( 1 , ϑ i (Y ) ) 

]
≤ ∑ 

∀ i ∈ T ( v i · ϑ i (Y ) ) ≤
 

∀ i ∈ T ( v i · ϑ i (Y 
∗) ) = 

∑ 

∀ i ∈ T 
[
v i · min ( 1 , ϑ i (Y 

∗) ) 
]
.T her e f or e, Y ∗ alsoop

When the EOS encounters an incompatible ITW pair, it can only

elect a single ITW. This results in the following constraints (5). 

 i jk + y r jk ≤ 1 , ∀ (i, r) ∈ O 

jk , ∀ j ∈ S, ∀ k ∈ P j (5)

he size of stored images should not exceed the storage capacity

f EOS j whenever . We used discrete stages instead of continuous

cheduling horizon. And each period can be viewed as a stage. Let

 : | S| × | P j | → [0 , + ∞ ] be the downloading variables where d jk ∈ D

ndicates the volume of data downloading in the period k on EOS

 . Therefore, in each stage the storage capacity constraint is: 

k 
 

t=1 

∑ 

∀ i ∈ T 
(y i jt · c i ) −

k −1 ∑ 

t=1 

d jt ≤ q j , ∀ j ∈ S, ∀ k ∈ P j . (6)

f the storage size in each stage is less than or equal to the storage

apacity, the data size would not exceed the storage capacity. 

The downloading capacity constraint says that the data down-

oading volume in each downloading operation should not exceed

orresponding downloading capacity: 

 jk ≤ o jk , ∀ j ∈ S, ∀ k ∈ P j . (7)

onstraint (8) regarding volume downloading indicates that data

ownload volume should not exceed the amount of data which can

e stored on the EOS. An extreme state occurs when the DTW has

 large download capacity while the EOS has not stored any im-

ges; thus, nothing can be downloaded to the DTW. 

k ∑ 

t=1 

∑ 

∀ i ∈ T 
(y i jt · c i ) + 

k ∑ 

t=1 

d jt ≤ 0 , ∀ j ∈ S, ∀ k ∈ P j (8)

ence we get an MILP formulation called primal program: (3)–(8).

onstraints (6)–(8) correspond to the number of periods, which

oes not exceed 200 in our experiments. However there were still

oo many constraints and variables to process (i.e., constraints (5)

nd variables y ijk ). 

. A branch and price algorithm 

To solve the problem, We developed a B&P algorithm

 Barnhart et al., 1998 ), in which a CG procedure based on DW

ecomposition ( Dantzig and Wolfe, 1960 ) was embedded into a

&B framework ( Morrison et al., 2016 ). In addition, a well sub-

tructure of the problem was obtained where the dynamically gen-

rated columns (i.e., solutions of the sub-problems) form the sub-

chedules of the whole problem. We therefore develop an efficient

euristic also embedded into the B&B framework, utilizing the sub-

chedules to construct efficient schedules (i.e., high quality solu-

ions) to significantly prune B&P tree nodes. 

.1. Decomposition and re-formulation 

The problem depicted by constraints (3) and (5) is actually

n interval scheduling problem ( Kolen et al., 2007) , also called a

eighted activity selection problem, for which an efficient dynamic

lgorithm is available ( Lew and Mauch, 2006 ). It can be observed

hat a subproblem can be solved efficiently; however, the whole

roblem is difficult to solve. This strongly suggests the use of de-

omposition to break up the overall problem into pricing prob-

em(s) and a master problem. 
zes (2) . �

DW decomposition ( Dantzig and Wolfe, 1960 ) is one of the

ost popular decomposition methods in (mixed) integer program-

ing. One master problem (MP) and multiple pricing problems,

amely price problems, are obtained if the primal program has a

lock diagonal structure. Due to the MP obtained using DW de-

omposition usually has a large number of columns, a restricted

P is iteratively solved and the columns are implicitly enumer-

ted. This process is called column generation ( Desrosiers and

übbecke, 2005 ). 

.1.1. Master problem 

Let � 

jk be the feasible region defined by (5) and σ jku ∈ � 

jk 

e the u th solution for the period k on EOS j where u ∈ U 

jk =
1 , 2 , · · · , |� 

jk | } is the solution index. We use εijku to indicate

hether strip i was selected in σ jku . We establish new variables

jku indicating whether σ jku was adopted in the schedule. We then

btain a substitution: y i jk = 

∑ 

∀ u ∈ U jk (ε i jku · λ jku ) . Defining c jku =
 

∀ i ∈ T (c i · ε i jku ) and w jku = 

∑ 

∀ i ∈ T (p i · ε i jku ) , we carry these three

erms into primal program to replace corresponding parts. Con-

traint (5) is removed while convexity constraints are added. Then

e obtained the master problem as follows. 

 

MP = max 
∑ 

∀ j∈ S 

∑ 

∀ k ∈ P j 

∑ 

∀ u ∈ U jk 
(w jku · λ jku ) (9) 

∑ 

 j∈ S 

∑ 

∀ k ∈ P j 

∑ 

∀ u ∈ U jk 
(ε i jku · λ jku ) ≤ 1 , ∀ i ∈ T (10)

k 
 

t=1 

∑ 

∀ u ∈ U jk 
(c jtu · λ jku ) −

k −1 ∑ 

t=1 

d jt ≤ q j , ∀ j ∈ S, ∀ k ∈ P j (11)

k ∑ 

t=1 

∑ 

∀ u ∈ U jk 
(c jtu · λ jku ) + 

k ∑ 

t=1 

d jt ≤ 0 , ∀ j ∈ S, ∀ k ∈ P j (12)

 jk ≤ o jk , ∀ j ∈ S, ∀ k ∈ P j (13)

∑ 

 u ∈ U jk 
λ jku = 1 , ∀ j ∈ S, ∀ k ∈ P j (14)

jku = { 0 , 1 } , d jk ≥ 0 , ∀ j ∈ S, ∀ k ∈ P j , ∀ u ∈ U 

jk (15)

MP has fewer constraints but a large number of variables and

olumns. Therefore, CG can be employed to solve the linear relaxed

P. Unlike the classical set covering program, this MP has compli-

ated constraints (11) and (12). Macroscopically, they have blocked

iagonal structures and each block has a cumulative structure in-

ernallly. The complication of MP leads to a highly degenerate (i.e.,

xtremely slow convergence) in the CG process. 

We found that using an exact CG process (using Simplex to

olve the restricted MP) would generate a large number of in-

easible solutions ( Desrosiers and Lübbecke, 2005; Lübbecke and

esrosiers, 2005 ) for MPs that would seldom enter the basis

or enter with extremely small coefficients). This would bring

ittle change to the optimal dual solution (also known as a

hadow price). The sub-problems would generate extremely sim-

lar columns in the next iteration of the CG process. As a result,

his would be endlessly repeated with little improvement. 

It can be concluded that MP in this paper is much different

rom the classical set covering program or set partition program.

he generated infeasible solutions are difficult to handle. On this

onsideration, we employ the new inexact CG process, PDCGM

hich was proposed by Gondzio et al. (2013, 2016) . According to

ur investigation, PDCGM could efficiently solve the linear relaxed

P. 
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Fig. 5. The structure of the B&P algorithm. 
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5.1.2. Price problem 

In CG process, we need to solve multiple pricing problems dur-

ing each iteration. The solutions of these pricing problems corre-

spond to the columns in MP. Let θτ
i 

, ζ τ
jk 

, ξτ
jk 

, φτ
jk 

respectively rep-

resent the optimal dual solutions corresponding to constraints (10–

12, 14) at iteration τ . The term εijku , which is a parameter indicat-

ing whether strip i is selected in σ jku in MP, now is a variable. We

obtained the pricing problem for period k on EOS j at iteration τ
based on optimal condition of Simplex, shown in (16–19). 

z τjk = max 
∑ 

∀ i ∈ T 
(w i · ε i jku ) (16)

w i = v i − θτ
i + 

[ | P j | ∑ 

t= k 
(ξ τ

jt − ζ τ
jt ) 

] 

(17)

ε i jku + ε r jku ≤ 1 , ∀ (i, r) ∈ O 

jk (18)

ε i jku = { 0 , 1 } , (19)

Eq. (16) is the objective of the pricing problem and constraints

(18) correspond to (5) which mean that each EOS can only image

strip one by one. The structure of the pricing problem, which is an

interval scheduling problem (weighted activity selection problem),

is relative simple. A DP algorithm can be easily developed to solve

it. 

An MP and multiple pricing problems (the number of pricing

problems equals the number of total periods) were obtained by

DW decomposition. The pricing problems, which only have rela-

tionships with optimal dual solutions, were mutually independent.

A B&P algorithm was further developed to solve the problem

to optimal. Fig. 5 illustrates the structure of our B&P method. The

PDCGM is embedded into a B&B framework. In order to accelerate

the convegence of the algorithm, we developed a heuristic to find

good integer solutions (lower bounds, LBs) utilizing the generated

historical columns, to prune B&P branches. 

5.2. The algorithms 

In this section, we provide a detailed introduction of the pro-

posed B&P algorithm. A DP algorithm for solving pricing problems,

a heuristic for obtaining good integer solutions utilizing historical

columns, and branching-searching-pruning strategies in B&B, are

respectively discussed. 
.2.1. DP algorithm for pricing problem 

The pricing problem is actually an interval scheduling problem

r called weighted activity selection problem. A DP algorithm is

eveloped to solve it ( Lew and Mauch, 2006 ). For given ITWs in

 period k on EOS j , we sort them according to the end time in

scending order. We denote the sorted ITWs list as imaging actions

ist {1, 2, 3 ���N }. To ensure integrity, we add a virtual start and

nd imaging action 0 and N + 1 . Let AL = { 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 · · · N, N + 1 } be

he actions list and a ∈ AL be the action index. The terms s a and

 a respectively represent the start and end time of action a , while

 ( a ) is the weight (computed by Eq. (17) ) associated with action

 . The pricing problem involves selecting conflict-free actions with

he highest total weights, as shown in Fig. 6 . 

The conflict-free imaging action set for action a is: E a =
a  = a ′ | e a ′ + � a 

a ′ ≤ s a 
}
, where � a 

a ′ is the transition time from imag-

ng action a ′ to a . In order to obtain optimal sub-structure, we

efine: π(a ) = max { E a } . Each action can be viewed as a stage

here we define g = { 1 , 2 · · · N + 1 } as stages, d ( g ) as the decision

t stage g , and f ( g ) as the objective at stage g , respectively. If ac-

ion g − 1 is selected at stage g , then f ( g ) = w g−1 + f ( π(g − 1) ) .

therwise f ( g ) = f ( g − 1 ) . Therefore, we obtain the optimal sub-

tructure and the dynamic decision equation, as 

f (g) = max 
d g ∈{ 0 , 1 } 

(
d g ·

(
w g−1 + f ( π(g − 1) ) 

)
+ (1 − d g ) · f (g − 1) 

)
. 

(20)

According to this decision equation, we can enumerate the de-

isions for all stages. Hence a DP algorithm is developed as shown

n Algorithm 2 . 

lgorithm 2 DP algorithm for pricing problems. 

equire: imaging actions list AL ; 

nsure: selected imaging actions list SL ; 

1: calculate π(a ) ; 

2: for a = 1 ; a < N; a + + do 

3: for a ′ = 1 ; a ′ < N; a + + do 

4: if a ′ = a then 

5: Continue; 

6: end if 

7: if e a ′ + � a 
a ′ < s a then 

8: π(a ) + + ; 

9: end if 

10: end for 

11: end for 

12: calculate f (g) and d(g) according to formular (20); 

13: for g = 1 ; g < N + 1 ; g + + do 

14: f a = w (g + 1) + f [ π(g − 1)] ; 

15: f b = f (g − 1) ; 

16: if f a > f b then 

17: f (g) = f a ; 

18: d(g) = 1 ; 

19: put the action associated with stage g into SL ; 

0: else 

21: f (g) = f b ; 

2: d(g) = 1 ; 

3: end if 

24: end for 

Ensured by the optimal condition of DP, Algorithm 2 , the time

omplexity of which is O ( n 2 ), where n is the length of action list,

an provide at least one optimal solution for each pricing problem.

he very efficient Algorithm 2 can return a column for each block

f the restricted MP in each iteration of CG rapidly, which fairly

peed the convergencing of CG process. The CG process starts from

ome initial columns that form the initial restricted MP. In this
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Fig. 6. Selection of actions in the DP algorithm. 
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aper, we provide two types of inital columns. The first columns

orrresponds to special solutions that no actions are selected for

ach pricing problem. The primal feasibility are guaranteed when

hese columns are added. The second columns are generated by

lgorithm 2 where the weights of all actions are set to the prof-

ts of corresponding strips. We make such strategy that generating

he second type of columns for the purpose of speeding the CG

rocess. 

.2.2. A Heuristic 

The generated historical columns, actually the sub-schedules,

re helpful in constructing good feasible integer solutions. Combin-

ng these sub-schedules into a feasible complete schedule for the

rimal problem requires little computational costs. Therefore, it is

eneficial to develop a rounding heuristic utilizing the generated

istorical columns by combining sub-schedules to find good feasi-

le integer solutions. This heuristic can be embedded into the B&B

ramework to prune branches and nodes of B&P tree. 

Our rounding heuristic is based on the greedy algorithm. The

ain idea of the algorithm is orderly selecting the most profitable

olumns (sub-schedules) to construct a complete schedule. The se-

ected columns would be revised for feasibility (e.g., removing a

trip from the sub-schedule). The heuristic is embedded into the

&B framework and would be called at the end of each CG pro-

ess. Our computational experiences show that the heuristic could

reatly reduce the optimality gap. The heuristic is introduced in

etails in Algorithm 3 . 

lgorithm 3 heuristic for good integer solutions. 

equire: sub-schedules set (historical columns) for period k on

EOS j - SC jk ; 

nsure: whole schedule C and imaged strips list IS; 

1: for j = 1 ; j < | S| ; j + + do 

2: for k = 1 ; k < | P j | ; k + + do 

3: remove strip i from SC jk , where strip i in IS; 

4: update the profit and memory of SC jk ; 

5: select the “feasible“ sub-schedule SC jk ∗ ∈ SC jk with the

maximal profit; 

6: //the “feasible“ means the storage capacity 

7: //constraints are satisfied if adding 

8: //the sub-schedule to schedule C 

9: add the sub-schedule SC jk ∗ to schedule C; 

10: determine the downloading volume for period k on EOS

j in schedule C; 

11: update the storage volume for period k on EOS j in

schedule C; 

12: put strip i into IS, where strip i is in SC jk ∗; 

13: end for 

14: end for 
.2.3. B&b strategies 

In this section, the branching, searching and pruning strategies

re introduced, as shown in Fig. 7 . 

Here we employ the binary branching strategy. An imaging ac-

ion a ijk , associated with a weight (see Eq. (17) ), denotes imaging

trip i in period k on EOS j , and x i jk = { 0 , 1 } denotes that whether

 ijk is adopted. A binary branching would create two branches,

hich are respectively denoted by x i jk = 0 and x i jk = 1 . 

If these branches were added into the MP, the structures of both

P and pricing problems would be destroyed. Therefore, in order

o maintain the structures, we intentionally add the branches into

ricing problems. A branch x i jk = 0 means that the strip i would

ot be imaged in period k on EOS j . If the imaging action a ijk is

emoved, the pricing problem corresponding to period k on EOS

 would never return a column in which strip i was imaged. Fur-

hermore, if the weight of action a ijk is reset to −M where M is a

ig-enough number then action a ijk would never be selected be-

ause we use an optimal DP method to solve the pricing problem.

hat is, x i jk = 0 would always hold in this case. On the contrary, for

ranch x i jk = 1 , if the weight of action a ijk is reset to M , the action

ould always be selected provided no other incompatible actions

xist with the same weight M . In other words, x i jk = 1 would al-

ays hold in this case. Note that two issues should be considered

or a x i jk = 1 branch: 

1) If there exists an action a i j ′ k ′ , j ′  = j, k ′  = k , ∀ j ′ ∈ S , ∀ k ′ ∈ P j 
′ 
,

hen a branch a i j ′ k ′ = 0 should be added at the same time; 

2) if there exists an action a i ′ jk , i ′  = i , ∀ i ′ ∈ T , such that ( i,

 

′ ) ∈ O 

jk , then a branch a i ′ jk = 0 should be added at the same time. 

After each branching, some variables should be removed from

ranch-able variables list accordingly. This would also lead to a re-

uction of B&P tree. 

A Best First (BF) searching strategy was employed. At the end

f each branching, the leaf node with the best feasible lower

ound was selected as the branching node. Two new branches

ere added as the new leaf nodes for this node. This operation

s iterated until no new branch is found. 

We developed three pruning strategies. Rule (1) If the UB ob-

ained by solving a branching problem is less than or equal to

he feasible lower bound, this node should be pruned. Rule (2)

hen adding an x i jk = 1 branch, if the required minimal storage

esource given by 
∑ 

∀ i ∈ T 1 c i , T 1 = { i | x i jk = 1 by branching} for pe-

iod k is greater than the storage capacity, this node should not

e solved and should be pruned directly. Rule (3) When adding an

 i jk = 0 branch, if the total profit of removed strips by branching:
 

∀ i ∈ T 0 p i , T 0 = { i | x i jk = 0 by branching}, is greater than or equal

o UB – LB, then this node should not be solved and should be

runed directly. 
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Fig. 7. Branching, searching and pruning of the B&P tree. 
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6. Computational experiments 

Our validation consists of two parts, the first is a numerical test

of simulated instances and the other is a numerical test of random

instances. In the first test, we established a constellation consist-

ing of three EOSs. The orbit of each EOS is similar to the orbit

of the China Gaofen-1 satellite. We collected multiple imaging re-

quests from users, with these data serving as imaging polygons.

We used related software to simulate the environment and com-

pute the ITWs and DTWs. In the second test, scheduling instances

were produced randomly. We carried out a numerical test of both

data types. 

All tests were run on a Debian 7 64-bit Linux system with

an i7 and 2G RAM. The PDCGM software developed and re-

leased by Gondzio et al. (2013, 2016) was used. The software,

the code of which is available for research use, efficiently imple-

ments the PDCGM technique. Except for the CPU time, all data

can be re-acquired by running the program. When employing the

PDCGM software, the linear relaxation of MP should be solved

to optimal conditions in each node of the BP tree. This requires

each call of PDCGM return ret = 0, indicating that a solution

was achieved. PDCGM system parameters included: Delta = 1 E −
3 , D = 10 , E psilon = 0 . 2 . We employed the warm start technique

( Gondzio and González-Brevis, 2015 ) which was integrated into the

PDCGM. The box-step method was also integrated into the PDCGM.

We used a loose box because we found that a tight box led to so-

lution failures. 

6.1. Simulated instances 

The constellation consisted of three EOSs in a sun synchronous

orbit, the altitude of which was 645 km and the inclination was

98.0506 °. The local time of descending nodes for the three EOS were

0:0:0, 8:0:0, and 16:0:0 respectively. Each EOS carries a homoge-

nous visible light camera, with an imaging width of ∼ 30 km, and

a homogenous antenna which can communicate with ground sta-

tions.The storage capacity of each EOS in the constellation is 2TB.

This parameter is set according to the Chinese Gaofen-1 satellite. 
All imaging requests in our simulated environment formed

arge rectangular areas, the length and width of which varied from

ozens to hundreds of kilometers. Most of these requests were lo-

ated in Asia, especially in China. Each imaging request is associ-

ted with a profit, which is determined according to factors such as

ocation, type, and degree of urgency, etc. The users provide these

ata. Each imaging request is split into several strips according to

he imaging width and scanning direction. The length of each strip

aries from several to dozens of kilometers. The profit of each strip

s calculated using Eq. (1) . The storage consumption for each strip

s a linear function of its length. The storage consumption of all

trips varies from dozens to hundreds of GB. On average, recording

 strip may require ∼ 200 GB of storage. 

Three ground stations were selected to communicate with the

onstellation. They were Sanya, Kashi , and Jiamusi , which are lo-

ated in the south, northwest, and northeast regions of China. We

sed appropriate software to simulate the environment. The ac-

ess data included ITWs and DTWs are computed in advance. We

onstructed 10 instances in which the number of polygons were

10, 20, ���, 100]. The Polygons in each of these instances were ran-

omly selected from all imaging requests. We tested each instance

n three scheduling horizons: 48, 72, and 96 h. Longer scheduling

orizons resulted in more IT Ws, DT Ws, and periods. Accordingly,

ore variables and constraints exist. 

In these tests, we did not carry out a full search of the B&P tree,

ut a rounding heuristic based on CG. In other words, the B&B

ramework was not used. We ran a CG process to find tight UBs

nd then used a rounding heuristic utilizing the generated columns

o find suitable integer solutions. We carried out these tests be-

ause we found that for simulated instances, this method provided

ighter feasible LBs and UBs. The computational results are shown

n Table 1 . The abbreviations used are as follows: 

ITC: Instance name 

NPL: Number of polygons 

NST: Total number of strips 

NTW: Total number of ITWs 

NPR: Total number of periods 

SCH: Scheduling horizon 
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Table 1 

Statistical computational results for simulated instances D01–D10. 

ITC NPL NST TP SCH/h NTW NPR NCF NSR UB LB GAP CPU Time (s) 

D01 10 170 33,406 48 520 65 458 121 15,403 15,404 0.00% 1.37 

72 809 101 723 134 23,273 23,274 0.00% 2.89 

96 1091 137 948 151 29,495 29,209 0.97% 11.58 

D02 20 239 51,976 48 668 67 853 154 28,288 28,157 0.46% 1.03 

72 1012 102 1386 173 37,262 36,145 3.00% 4.94 

96 1365 137 1904 198 45,468 44,694 1.70% 10.00 

D03 30 307 83,159 48 786 68 1263 172 39,952 39,417 1.34% 1.18 

72 1211 103 2015 209 56,806 55,207 2.81% 4.51 

96 1656 140 2877 241 71,726 68,526 4.46% 21.56 

D04 40 378 120,476 48 928 72 1862 191 55,509 55,289 0.40% 1.57 

72 1430 111 2930 237 83,393 82,321 1.29% 14.48 

96 1945 150 4048 282 101,778 99,404 2.33% 21.59 

D05 50 449 163,480 48 1099 74 2518 224 78,100 77,123 1.25% 1.91 

72 1678 114 3888 284 113,754 111,678 1.82% 16.05 

96 2254 153 5270 334 139,373 134,335 3.61% 20.78 

D06 60 516 192,802 48 1206 71 2697 240 87,385 86,212 1.34% 2.86 

72 1849 110 4392 311 130,555 124,665 4.51% 16.71 

96 2493 149 6095 382 163,286 158,489 2.94% 36.05 

D07 70 587 198,657 48 1377 74 3813 267 90,142 89,175 1.07% 2.85 

72 2089 114 5873 348 132,915 128,346 3.44% 10.04 

96 2803 154 7957 426 166,845 160,734 3.66% 27.36 

D08 80 657 248,639 48 1531 75 4756 277 110,065 106,103 3.60% 3.60 

72 2321 115 7369 370 162,341 153,696 5.33% 13.98 

96 3102 153 9940 451 203,142 191,891 5.54% 47.29 

D09 90 726 266,240 48 1639 75 5307 282 112,974 108,405 4.04% 3.43 

72 2500 115 8269 379 168,761 159,538 5.47% 28.13 

96 3371 155 11,410 469 212,431 195,512 7.96% 72.99 

D10 100 796 296,950 48 1795 75 6,250 288 124,910 114,575 8.27% 4.86 

72 2730 115 9,726 375 184,414 152,545 17.28% 22.24 

96 3670 156 13,235 488 234,225 208,139 11.14% 74.61 
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NCF: Number of incompatible ITW pairs 

NSR: Number of imaged strips in schedule 

TP: Total profit of all strips 

OBJ: Objective value (LB) 

UB: Upper bound 

GAP: Optimality gap, computed by (UB – LB) / UB 

NNS: The number of searched tree nodes. 

The number of strips varied from 170 to 796 and the number of

olygons varied from 10 to 100. Accordingly, the number of ITWs

aried from 520 to 3670 with the number of incompatible ITWs

arying from 458 to 13,235. In total, on the same scheduling hori-

on, the optimality gaps showed an increasing trend with an in-

reasing number of polygons. For the same instance, the optimal-

ty gaps showed an increasing trend with an increasing schedul-

ng horizon. These results indicate the optimality gap would grow

ith increasing problem magnitude, which is mostly determined

y the number of ITWs or number of periods. Similarly, the com-

utational costs showed the same trend as the increasing prob-

em magnitude. This can be concluded from the increasing CPU

imes shown in Table 1 . Please note that the LBs of D01(48 h) and

01(72 h) are a little higher than the UBs in Table 1 . The probable

auses are computing deviations which appeared when using the

DCGM software to solve the master problems. 

In most instances, the optimality gaps were less than or equal

o 10%. None of the CPU times exceeded 100 s, which is accept-

ble for users. In practical settings, users are typically more con-

erned with computational cost performance (i.e., the ratio be-

ween the optimality and computational costs). The results shown

n Table 1 are satisfactory because the rounding heuristic based on

G could provide high-quality solutions in fairly short CPU times

100 s). This finding highlights the method’s merit for actual appli-

ations. We can conclude from Table 1 that the problem is an over-

ubscribed problem in which the resource is too scarce to satisfy

ll imaging requests. This is because the UBs obtained by solving

he linear relaxed MP with CG were less than the total profits of
ll strips. That is to say, not all strips could be imaged in a given

ime horizon. In our tests, the three EOSs could image at most 288

trips in 48 h or 488 in 96 h. These numbers provide a reference

or the actual management of EOS resources. 

We were also curious about why the heuristic based on CG

ould provide such good solutions. We propose the following: 1)

he DP algorithm for each SP always provides an optimal integer

olumn, which is beneficial for the entire schedule. As a result, this

rocedure could be very robust and feasible solutions could always

e found 2) For simulated instances, the data may be regular or

asily solvable. For example, the strips that split from the same

olygon are mostly incompatible. This regulation may lead to a re-

uction in computational costs . 

In order to check the stability and flexibility of the CG-based

euristic, we also conducted a parameter-sensitive (storage capac-

ty) analysis. We selected instance D02–D10 under a 72 h schedul-

ng horizon and ran the program with storage capacities of 500,

0 0 0, 150 0, 20 0 0, 250 0, and 30 0 0 GB. The UBs and LBs are shown

n Fig. 8 . 

As can be observed from Fig. 8 , overall the UBs and LBs show a

on-descending trend with increasing storage capacity. This finding

ndicates that more strips could be imaged with more resources.

owever, unlike the UBs, the LBs do not strictly follow this trend.

his means that the B&P algorithm provides different solutions for

he same instance with different storage capacities. Such a find-

ng is not unreasonable because our heuristic may construct differ-

nt feasible integer solutions, which may be selected as LBs, in ac-

ordance with the different columns generated during the CG pro-

ess because of different storage capacities. The GAPs of instances

02–D09 were less than 10% for all storage capacities. This demon-

trates the method achieved good flexibility for solving actual in-

tances. The GAPs show a descending trend with increasing storage

apacity in most instances. This can be explained as that the prob-

em gets easier with more sufficient resources and hence a better

B can be found. 
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Fig. 8. The UBs and LBs for instances D02–D10 under 72 h with different storage capacitie. 
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6.2. Random instances 

To further validate performance, we tested the B&P method

on random instances. Although the CG-based heuristic provides

a tight feasible LB, which could significantly reduce the optimal-

ity gap and multiple pruning strategies can be employed, carrying

out a full search of B&P tree still consumes large computational

resources. Therefore, we set the termination condition at “gap ≤
5%” or “number of branching = 50” instead of carrying out a full

search. We produced 3 groups of random instances: D11–D40. In

the first group (D11–D20), strips had fewer ITWs in each instance.

On average, each strip had ∼ 2 ITWs. In the second group (D21–

D30), strips had moderately-scaled numbers of ITWs in each in-

stance. On average, each strip had ∼ 4 ITWs. In the third group

(D31–D40), strips had sufficient ITWs in each instance. On average,

each strip had ∼ 20 ITWs. The 3 groups of random instances cor-

responded to short-term, medium-term, and long-term scheduling

problems, respectively. 

The number of periods for all instances in the 3 groups were

randomly produced. The first group included ∼ 50 periods and the

other two groups included ∼ 100 periods. The profit and storage

consumption for each strip were selected from 1–100. Hence, each

strip consumes an average of ∼ 50 units of storage resources. The
torage capacity was set to 500. Nearly 10 strips can be recorded

or strips which consume 50 units of storage resources. The run-

ing results are shown in Table 2 . 

In instances D11-D20, the maximum number of incompatible

TWs reached 101,852. All optimality gaps were less than 5%. The

umbers of nodes in BP trees were very small, such that the max-

mum NNS was 5. The included CPU times were also small, with

 maximum time of 1.04 s. All UBs were less than the total prof-

ts (TPs). This indicates the method can find a tighter UB for the

roblem in these instances. 

In instances D21–D30, the maximum number of incompatible

TWs reached 209,890, which is fairly high. More nodes need to be

earched in B&P trees to reduce these gaps. The maximum NNS

eached 103. However, there were 6 instances which were effi-

iently solved (D21–D24, D27, D28). The most time-consuming in-

tance (D30) required 179.44 s to find a solution with an optimal-

ty gap of 5.25%. This is still computationally cost-effective. Except

or instance D21, all UBs for the other instances were less than the

otal profits (TPs). Most gaps were less than 5% and all gaps were

ess than 10%. This indicates the B&P method can solve these in-

tances to near optimal. 

In instances D31–D40 (large-scale numbers in the ITWs), the

aximum number of incompatible ITWs reached 926,888, which
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Table 2 

Statistical computational results for random instances D11–D40. 

ITC NST NTW NPR NCF TP NSR UB LB GAP NNS CPU Time (s) 

D11 58 105 57 1973 2501 39 1858 1859 0.00% 1 0.12 

D12 90 179 59 5687 4824 56 3826 3642 4.81% 3 0.57 

D13 130 260 48 10,791 6617 49 3451 3303 4.29% 1 0.15 

D14 160 299 29 14,364 8561 38 2847 2776 2.49% 3 0.32 

D15 181 354 30 20,083 9374 43 3167 3045 3.85% 1 0.12 

D16 247 439 39 29,917 12,564 53 4258 4128 3.05% 1 0.14 

D17 285 520 38 40,138 13,853 52 4052 3985 1.65% 1 0.21 

D18 328 590 40 48,404 16,299 58 4396 4287 2.48% 1 0.14 

D19 368 696 38 65,067 19,050 53 4278 4078 4.68% 5 1.04 

D20 409 902 62 101,852 20,616 74 6130 5962 2.74% 1 0.3 

D21 45 166 71 2089 2334 45 2333 2334 0.00% 1 0.22 

D22 104 413 107 14,022 5196 89 5032 4804 4.53% 1 0.83 

D23 167 682 109 34,647 8398 111 7500 7130 4.93% 29 38.89 

D24 249 1008 90 64,648 12,071 110 8272 7882 4.71% 17 13.75 

D25 254 999 80 72,807 12,841 106 8181 7630 6.74% 73 60.67 

D26 286 1132 98 81,108 13,392 124 8482 8029 5.34% 103 153.78 

D27 349 1456 120 133,682 17,760 145 10,965 10,419 4.98% 9 34.35 

D28 381 1527 80 145,445 18,857 108 8588 8161 4.97% 3 3.22 

D29 402 1596 79 156,035 20,591 108 8910 8408 5.63% 73 54.02 

D30 413 1716 111 209,890 20,323 140 10,820 10,252 5.25% 78 179.44 

D31 48 933 71 10,857 2239 48 2239 2239 0.00% 1 1.6 

D32 113 2198 86 62,223 5657 109 5657 5600 1.01% 1 6.68 

D33 164 3182 77 119,040 8346 145 8346 8015 3.97% 1 8.64 

D34 202 3858 92 174,420 10,602 173 10,602 10,143 4.33% 1 4.93 

D35 234 4431 94 221,239 11,599 202 11,599 11,176 3.65% 11 96.49 

D36 287 5558 120 358,139 14,686 244 14,686 13,957 4.96% 43 610.55 

D37 302 5839 105 423,068 15,275 246 15,275 14,453 5.38% 103 1,313.73 

D38 329 6326 109 492,987 16,963 268 16,963 15,851 6.56% 103 2,002.02 

D39 342 6675 104 556,171 16,981 270 16,955 15,706 7.37% 103 1,988.27 

D40 447 8662 95 926,888 22,323 303 20,990 19,006 9.45% 103 3,658.63 
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s extremely large. More nodes need to be searched in these

&P trees in order to reduce these gaps. The maximum NNS

eached 103. However, there were still 6 instances (D31-D36) be-

ng solved efficiently. The most time consuming instance (D40)

equired 3,658.63 s to find a solution with an optimality gap of

.45%. 

Excluding instances D39 and D40, all UBs were equal to the

otal profits (TPs). As these instances correspond to long-term

cheduling problems, which have large numbers of ITWs, the cor-

esponding imaging opportunities are typically sufficient. The gaps

or instances D31-D36 were less than 5% and all gaps were less

han 10%. Therefore, one could conclude that for all random in-

tances introduced in this paper, the B&P could always find high-

uality solutions with a gap of less than 10%.The runtime required

o solve a linear MP relaxation problem increases with increasing

roblem magnitude. This was also observed in the tests on sim-

lated instances. Solving each node (branching) problem is simi-

ar with the fully linear relaxation problem. The runtime required

y each node is close to that root on the B&P tree. For the most

ime-consuming instance (D40), which required 3,658.63 s to find

 feasible LB with an optimality of 9.45%, only 103 nodes were

earched. It can be concluded that carrying out a full search of the

&P tree is time-consuming in such long-term scheduling prob-

ems. 

To verify the strength of the proposed B&P algorithm, we con-

ucted comparison tests with two other commonly employed al-

orithms; namely, the greedy algorithm (GA), which is a heuristic,

nd the SA algorithm, which is a meta-heuristic based on neigh-

our searching. The GA’s main idea was that at each step, the al-

orithm tried to make an observation plan for the strip with the

ighest indicator. This process was repeated until all strips were

onsidered. The indicator for each strip was computed following

ang et al. (2011) ’s method. With regard to the SA algorithm, a

olution was defined as a strips’ list with a specified order. The al-

orithm tried to make observation plans for the strips one by one,
ollowing the specified order. A neighbour solution was obtained

y slightly modifying the solution; namely, by exchanging the se-

uences of two randomly selected strips. The SA algorithm con-

ucted a continuous exploration of the neighbour solutions from a

iven initial solution. In order to obtain the best solution experi-

nce, the solution obtained by the GA was used as this initial so-

ution. The SA algorithm explored 20 neighbour solutions for each

teration. The best solution (with maximal objective value) was se-

ected to be the candidate solution. An acceptance function was

sed to determine whether or not to accept the candidate solu-

ion. The SA algorithm was run until it could provide no further

mprovements for objective values during 50 exploratory iterations.

able 3 provides an overview of the objective values computed by

he three algorithms. With regard to the SA algorithm, the average,

aximum, and minimum values were determined from a series of

0 trials. 

As can be observed from Table 3 , the minimum objective val-

es computed by the SA algorithm are larger than the objective

alues computed by the GA because the solutions obtained by the

atter were used as initial solutions for the former. Moreover, the

bjective values computed by the B&P algorithm are larger than

he maximum objective values computed by the SA algorithm in

early all instances. Please also note that even when more CPU

ime was available, the GA and SA algorithm could not provide

olutions as good as those of the B&P algorithm for most tested

nstances. The findings demonstrate the proposed B&P algorithm’s

trength in terms of its ability to find better solutions. 

We also conducted a parameter (storage capacity) sensitive

nalysis for instances D22–D30. These storage capacities were 100,

0 0, ���, 10 0 0 (units). The corresponding UBs/LBs are shown in

ig. 9 . 

The UBs increased with increasing storage capacity in all in-

tances. The LBs also increased with increasing storage capacity in

ost instances. However, the LBs occasionally decreased with in-

reasing storage capacity, which is significantly different from the
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Table 3 

A comparison of computational results among the B&P algorithm, the GA, and the SA algorithm for instances D11-D40. 

ITC B&P GA SA 

OBJ CPU Time(s) OBJ CPU Time(s) MEAN MAX MIN CPU Time(s) 

D11 1859 0.12 1675 0.00 1812 1812 1812 0.06 

D12 3642 0.57 3112 0.00 3766 3807 3727 0.16 

D13 3303 0.15 2483 0.00 3022 3046 2978 0.28 

D14 2776 0.32 1784 0.00 2459 2569 2404 0.35 

D15 3045 0.12 2039 0.00 2781 2861 2689 0.49 

D16 4128 0.14 2766 0.00 3794 3973 3634 0.83 

D17 3985 0.21 2290 0.01 3549 3760 3264 1.10 

D18 4287 0.14 2631 0.01 4007 4080 3942 1.30 

D19 4078 1.04 2374 0.01 3755 3843 3601 1.60 

D20 5962 0.3 3760 0.01 5354 5461 5265 2.67 

D21 2334 0.22 2334 0.00 2334 2334 2334 0.09 

D22 4804 0.83 4219 0.01 4911 4975 4822 0.55 

D23 7130 38.89 5433 0.01 6801 6895 6718 1.52 

D24 7882 13.75 5070 0.02 7150 7300 7067 3.33 

D25 7630 60.67 5323 0.01 7134 7272 7044 3.15 

D26 8029 153.78 5696 0.01 7322 7414 7142 4.03 

D27 10419 34.35 7507 0.02 9407 9575 9287 6.89 

D28 8161 3.22 5676 0.03 7349 7502 7237 7.19 

D29 8408 54.02 5407 0.03 7726 7847 7611 7.95 

D30 10252 179.44 6652 0.03 9256 9381 9070 8.99 

D31 2239 1.6 2239 0.00 2239 2239 2239 0.68 

D32 5600 6.68 5657 0.03 5657 5657 5657 6.24 

D33 8015 8.64 6950 0.07 7338 7346 7320 16.78 

D34 10143 4.93 8393 0.10 9404 9539 9312 27.45 

D35 11176 96.49 10406 0.15 11035 11103 10987 42.14 

D36 13957 610.55 11775 0.22 13477 13705 13143 61.12 

D37 14453 1313.73 11512 0.27 13453 13541 13337 70.57 

D38 15851 2002.02 12968 0.30 14735 14806 14641 84.29 

D39 15706 1988.27 12637 0.35 14673 14869 14434 98.64 

D40 19006 3658.63 13789 0.69 17176 17301 17092 201.68 
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UBs. The magnitude of the problem increased from instance D22–

D30. Accordingly, the GAPs show an increasing trend. This also in-

dicates that larger problems are more difficult to optimally solve.

All GAPs are less than 10% and most of them fluctuate by up to

5%. This indicates that the method could provide high-quality solu-

tions. In each instance, the GAP variation trend was irregular. This

is likely because the GAPs are strongly influenced by LBs, which

do not always grow with increasing storage capacity. Therefore, the

optimality of the B&P method is parameter (storage capacity) de-

pendent. 

6.2.1. Computational costs 

We also conducted an analysis of computational costs for in-

stances D22–D30 with different storage capacities. The storage ca-

pacities were 10 0, 20 0, ���, 10 0 0. The CPU time and number of

searched nodes are shown in Fig. 10 . 

With all gaps less than 10% (Table 6), the runtimes did not ex-

ceed 300 s in instances D22–D30 ( Fig. 9 ). A larger NNS requires

more runtime. Computational cost has a weak relationship with

problem magnitude and storage capacity. The problem magnitude

grows from instance D22-D30. However, the CPU time and NNS did

not show a clearly increasing trend. In each instance, the computa-

tional cost shows an irregular variation trend with increasing stor-

age capacity. Therefore, the computational costs of the B&P method

are also parameter (storage capacity) dependent. 

7. Conclusion and future work 

In this paper, we conducted a dedicated study of the EOSCIDIS

problem. First, the scheduling problem was described and the

structure of the problem was thoroughly analyzed based on period

splitting. We proposed a primal MILP formulations for the prob-

lem accordingly. Second, we decomposed the primal program into

a master problem and several pricing problems employing DW de-

composition method. The MP has an extremely complex constraint
tructure while the pricing problems can easily be solved to opti-

al. An efficient DP algorithm was developed for the pricing prob-

ems. The complicated MP constraint structure resulted in an ex-

remely slow convergence when using the CG method. As such, we

mployed PDCGM to solve the MP and embedded the CG process

nto a B&B framework to develop a B&P algorithm for the prob-

em. In addition, the generated columns are sub-schedules, which

re helpful for constructing feasible integer solutions. Hence, we

eveloped a greedy-based heuristic embedded in the B&B frame-

ork to construct feasible solutions which could help prune B&P

ree branches. Finally, we conducted numerical tests to validate the

roposed algorithm. Our numerical tests included both simulated

nd random instances. The simulated instances were constructed

ccording to the Chinese Gaofen-1 satellite. Tests showed that the

se of PDCGM plus a heuristic could provide high-quality solutions

or most simulated instances. We developed 3 types of random in-

tances: short, medium, and long-term scheduling instances. The

ests on random instances show that the proposed B&P method

ould compute near-optimal solutions of the 3 types of instances.

verall, the B&P achieved very good computational performance. 

The EOS constellation imaging and downloading integrated

cheduling problem is an interesting optimization problem in en-

ineering. This paper provided a fundamental formulation for solv-

ng the problem. Several variations of the problem could be solved

ased on extensions of the method introduced in this paper. Vari-

us other realistic limitations could be added, such as energy con-

umption. Most EOSs can pitch cameras along the scanning di-

ection. As such, they are becoming more flexible for performing

maging operations. In this variation, each strip could be imaged

n longer ITWs. Therefore, the beginning imaging time is not fixed,

hich could significantly increase the solution space. The decom-

osition method used in this paper may be viable for such varia-

ions because the sub-problems can still be viewed as a DP prob-

em. However, this needs further work because Algorithm 2 intro-
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Fig. 9. The UBs and LBs for instances D22-D30 with different storage capacities. 
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uced in this paper should be adjusted for solving the new pricing

roblems in this variant. 
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Fig. 10. CPU time and number of nodes for instances D22-D30 with different storage capacities. 
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